1st European Shaolin Wushu Championship
WAIVER OF LIABILITIES
For Team Members including Observers
Federation: _______________________________________________

Picture of participant

Participant: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Birth: _________________________________________________________________ Sex: ___________________
Nationality: _______________________________________ Passport No: ______________________________________
*Athlete *Team Manager *Coach *Doctor *Observer * indicate your status
I, _________________________________________________________________ the
undersigned, knowingly and without duress, do voluntarily submit my Entry to the1st European Shaolin
Wushu Championships. In consideration of European Wushu Kungfu Federation accepting my
application, I hereby assume all risk of physical and mental injuries, disabilities and which may result
from or in connection with my participation in the 1st European Shaolin Wushu Championships. The
1st European Shaolin Wushu Championships are hosted by European Wushu Kungfu Federation
(EWUF) organized by the Hungarian Traditional Kungfu and Wushu Federation, hereafter EWUF and
Hungarian Traditional Kungfu and Wushu Federation collectively refer as “Organizing Committee”,
acting for myself, heirs, personal officers, agents, representatives and assignees, I do hereby release
the Organizing Committee, its officers, agents, representatives, volunteers, and other related
members from all claims, actions, suits, and controversies at equity by reason of any matter, cause or
thing whatsoever that I may sustain as a result of or in connection with my participation in the 1st
European Shaolin Wushu Championships. I fully understand that all medical attention or treatment
afforded to me by the Hungarian Traditional Kungfu and Wushu Federation, its officers,
representatives, volunteers, and all other related members will be of the first and hereby release the
Hungarian Traditional Kungfu and Wushu Federation its officers, representatives, volunteers, and all
related members from any liability for such aid. I understand it is my obligation to obtain medical
coverage. I agree to abide by and follow the Rules established by the EWUF and the Hungarian
Traditional Kungfu and Wushu Federation, and I understand that my protest must be conducted in
accordance with the rules of Arbitration. I understand that my personal behavior shall be expected to
reflect a good image of Wushu while performing or the audience or in the hotel or other public places
while in Hungary. If I am attending only as an Observer I fully understand that my behavior is equally
subject to conformity with expectations of good behaviour. Whether I am a participant or an observer
the EWUF reserves the right to caution me or have me from the competition area if the EWUF
Organizing Committee deem my behavior to be undesirable. EWUF Organizing Committee has the
power to suspend a competitor or the entire team if any team member(s) including observers after
having been warned continue to behalf in a manner that is contrary to behavior expected.
I agree that my performance, attendance, and participation at the 1st European Shaolin Wushu
Championships may be filmed or otherwise recorded or released or telecast live. I consent that the
Hungarian Traditional Kungfu and Wushu Federation or the European Wushu Kungfu Federation to use
my address, voices, poses, pictures and biographical data concerning full or parts, in any form or
language, with or without other material, throughout the world, without limitation, for television,
radio, video, medium picture, or any other medium by any devices now known or hereafter devised
and I do Waive any compensation in regard thereof as well as any future rights to the aforementioned.
Furthermore if I am a participant in qingda events I declare I hereby acknowledge and confirm my
understanding and willingness to participate in the European Wushu Kung Federation event of light
contact fight called “qingda”.

Forqingda, light contact fighting, I confirm and fully understand that:1. I have studied qingda, the art of Chinese light contact fighting.
2. Qingda fights take place on a raised platform called a Leitai and I am experienced competing on this.
3. I have studied the rules of qingda.
4. I have trained for and am ready to take part in qingda events
5. I have taken part in qingda events previously.
I further confirm my full understanding of risks and dangers of participation in qingda:6. That the use of the techniques are intended to cause damage to my body to cause me to retire from the
fight.
7. That the use of the techniques are intended to cause sufficient trauma and or pain that may result in
knocking me out.
8. I fully understand the risk of being hit to the head and that such hits will cause brain damage killing brain
cells which cannot be replaced. Furthermore I fully understand that repeated hits to the head cause
exponential brain damage irreversibly killing brain cells that may or will impede my mental faculties and
cognitive processes.
9. I fully understand that brain damage in full contact sanda can leave me impaired at various levels of
cognitive disability and or immobility.
10. I fully understand that the EWUF the organisers and others associated with the hosting of the full contact
sanda events cannot prevent me from being hit and or receiving injury and potential brain damage and I
exonerate them from any and all responsibility and liability regarding any injury or being killed as a result
directly or in directly attributed to my participation in the EWUF light contact qingda events.
12. Concerning the raised platform (leitai) I fully understand that by the nature of it having edges it means
that should I fall on the edge of the platform I can be severally injured or killed by but not limited to breaking
my back or neck.
13. Concerning medical treatment on site I fully understand and accept that treatment for brain damage
cannot be expected at the site of the event and that removal from site to hospital can in itself add to the
condition of such an injury.
I have been informed about and assume full responsibility for any eventual risk of injury, damage to my
health or death which may result from taking part in this kind of event".
Before signing this declaration I and my coach and Team Manager, plus if applicable my parent/guardian,
have been given the opportunity to discuss the dangers associated in light contact qingda conducted on a
Leitai with both an EWUF Technical Committee representative and a medical doctor and having done so
and with my full understanding of the risks I declare I am prepared and willing to participate in the 1st
European Shaolin Wushu Championships in qingda events and too sign the waiver of responsibility.
I the below signed participant, parent/guardian and coach have read and fully understand the waiver listed
above. (Signature of Parent or Legal Guardian is required if participant is under 18) in all cases certified by
Team Manager

_______________________
Signature of Participant

_______________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian

_______________________
Signature of Team Manager

_____
Date

